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BIOX: Amorphous iron oxide nanostructures of bacterial origin for
applications including anodes for Li ion batteries.
Professor Jun Takada, Graduate School of Natural Science and
Technology
"Iron-oxidizing bacteria" produce extracellular, uniquelyshaped microsheaths or fibrous bundle nanostructures
comprising mainly of iron oxides—known as Biogenous
iron oxides (BIOX)—ubiquitously in natural hydrosphere at
ambient temperature (Fig. 1).
Although BIOX has been generally recognized as waste,
we have studied its properties for as yet unknown potential
industrial applications. Our careful and focused studies
revealed BIOX matrix to have the following physical
properties: (i) an amorphous state; (ii) consist of organic/
inorganic hybrid of nanoparticles of approximately 3 nm
diameter; (iii) the nanoparticles are composed of many
elements, C, O, Fe, Si and P; (iv) inorganic elements are
linked via oxygen (Fig. 2).
Importantly, BIOX has a far superior potential (for example
a large capacity) as an anode material of Li-ion batteries
compared to conventional carbon anodes. In addition, BIOX
exhibits an amazing, wide range of functions compared
with other materials currently: (i) higher catalytic potential;
(ii) higher affinity to human cells; and (iii) brighter color
property (Fig. 3). All these characters are superior to those
of artificially synthesized iron oxides. We are confident that
the eco-friendly, nontoxic, and low-cost BIOX will be a nextgeneration functional material.
Detailed studies of an isolated strain of one type of the
bacteria led us to elucidate the incipient mechanism of
BIOX formation. Our experiments showed that extracellular
secretion of bacterial polymers triggers deposition and binding
of aquatic inorganics such as Fe, Si, and P, which results in

Fig. 1.
(A) Ocherous deposits ubiquitously seen in water
pools.
(B) BIOX deposits collected from a water pool.
(C) BIOX sheaths in the deposit.
(D) A longitudinal section of a BIOX sheath
enveloping bacterial cells.
(E) Chain-like BIOX
(F) A twisting BIOX bundle comprised of fibrous
materials.
(G) Fibrous bundles connecting to a bacterial cell.

Fig. 2.
(A) A BIOX sheath covered with a network surface.
(B) Enlarged fibrous matrix of a sheath BIOX with
fine surface particles.
(C) Primary particles (ca. 3nm diameter) comprising
the matrix.
(D) A computer graphic model showing allocation
of FeO6 (yellow) and SiO4 (blue) units in the sheath
matrix.

Fig. 3. Bright yellowish red color of heat-treated
BIOX which is expected to yield unprecedented
brilliant pigmentation of porcelains.
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the unique organic/inorganic hybrid. Further analysis is in
progress for a greater insight into how the mechanism and
mode of chemical linkages in the BIOX matrix contribute to
the aforementioned functions.
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